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Main Features of AtuDSS Prototype

System Architecture

ATU Decision Support System (ATU-DSS): an interactive computer system that
supports asset management decisions by integrating and reasoning with diverse
information sources about assets and their relationships [1].

The prototype is composed of
three layers:
 a web-based user interface
layer;
 a logic layer for data query
and automated reasoning;
 a data layer for storing
background data and
Experts’ knowledge.

Main features:

A web-based system for reporting, storing, and managing Triggers (e.g., a repeated
defect/fault/planned maintenance);

Automated background data retrieving: import/relevant background data (weather,
traffic, geology, utilities, nearby services, etc.) related to the trigger can be retrieved;

Automated reasoning for potential consequences;
 Allows for inferences even if not all relevant data is known, but with facilities for
suggesting further investigations to verify missing data values if these are critical to
the situation.
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How to use AtuDSS? A Case Study with the AtuDSS Prototype
Trigger: A member of the public phones up the local authority to report a crack in the road
Step 1: User input - reporting a new trigger via the web interface
Objective: The whole procedure starts by adding a new trigger in the operational environment of the asset.
Attributes:
 Trigger type: e.g., natural
phenomenon;
 road observation, pipe observation;
 Location;
 Time, duration;
 Severity;
 Description;
Select trigger location
 etc.
from map
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Drop-down menu of
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Upload photos at
different time

Step 2: Automated retrieving of context data
Objective: After adding the trigger details, the system will automatically retrieve the associated background data around this trigger based on the specific location and time of the
trigger, such as weather, traffic (planned streetworks), geology, buried utilities, and nearby services, etc.
Road information
30-day daily
rainfall

Location of the trigger is used to retrieve the
topography, geology condition, hydro-geology, and
geotechnical characteristics of the site.

24 hourly
rainfall

Nearby services such as hospitals, banks,
schools, where the people or services at
those locations may be more vulnerable to
harm in an emergency, are retrieved.

Traffic points & Planned roadworks

30-day Air/Concrete/Soil temperature

Traffic load: total weighted
annual traffic caused by
commercial vehicles (defined as
those over 3.5 tonnes gross
vehicle weight).

Importance of the road

Historic
Flood
Map

ATU Expert Knowledge Base:

Asset ontology (Road, Ground and Utilities) [2];
 Input ontology: Triggers, Environment, and
investigative techniques;
 Rules: intra- and inter-relationships between
different ontology concepts;
 Output ontology: potential consequences;


Step 3: Automated reasoning by Inference Engine
Objective: This step uses the Ontology, Rules and data gathered from various sources to identify potential consequences.
0) Example of full reasoning chain for
a potential consequence

1) Detail of a consequence
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Inference Engine:


Uses contextual data and inter- and intraasset process description rules to derive
chains of dependencies between
underground assets [3].

Step 4: Enter missing data or
Manually Accept the assumed value:




4) Interface to add or
accept missing data

3) Detail of investigation method

Enter obtained missing data (e.g. survey results
etc.).
Enter user’s opinion of consequence in
particular situations, including when missing
information is NOT obtained.
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